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ROBUST ANTI-COUNTERFEIT METHOD WITH DYNAMIC CODES AND CORRESPONDING SYSTEM

Technical field

The technical field of the proposed invention is that of

5 the anti-counterfeit methods and systems for movable or

circulating goods and it relates all commercial sectors in which

there is a demand for control of the genuinity of a product,

such as an item of clothing, eyewear products, food, drugs, etc.

Definitions and names nomenclature used

0 In the present description and in the attached claims the

following terms should be understood according to the

definitions given here in the following.

Anti-cointerfeit marking: it is a marking mode of objects,

in production or in a step in which full control thereof is

5 still had, such as to be able to "certify" and distinguish in a

certain way the products from unauthorised copies. This marking

allows to establish if the products are genuine, that is, coming

from a certain authorised entity.

Marker: object exogenous to the marked product, used for

0 recognising the product through signs or codes associated with

the marker.

CF: fixed code, a code which is not changed during the

lifetime cycle of the product.

CD: dynamic code, a code which is changed during the

5 lifetime cycle of the product.

TAG: identifies the physical object which acts as label,

identifier or support on which the one or more codes reside

which define the "marker" and allow to certify authenticity.

RFID: ("radio-frequency identification", in Italian

0 "identif icazione a radio frequenza") a technology for

identifying and/or automatically storing data through radio-

frequency exchange is understood. It is based on the ability to

store and remotely read data in special electronic devices

(called transponders) with the use of suitable fixed or portable

5 apparatuses called for simplicity's sake readers (however,

having also writing capabilities) .



NFC: ("Near Field Communication"; in Italian literally

"Comunicazione in prossimita") a technology which allows to

store and read data in special devices, fully similar to the

RFID one, but with protocols and technology which allows only

short-radius (up to 10 cm) bidirectional wireless connectivity

is understood.

APP: a variant of the IT applications dedicated mainly to

mobile-type devices , such as smartphones and tablets.

Remote management and control system: an assembly of

hardware and software exogenous to the marker, which allows to

remotely interface with the single marker and to manage the data

and the data flows to and from the same.

Consumer products: movable products or goods, marketed for

a large number of consumers.

TAG types

- with READ/WRITE or READ ONLY memory: in the former

variety data rewriting is admitted, in the latter the data may

be written once only (typically during production)

* 128-512-bit (or above) memory;

* 32-128-bit memory, cheaper and generally suited for

labels for consumer products

* very low cost

- with low processing power

* processing power not sufficient for cryptography or

digital signature

* higher cost (high cost for disposable, consumer-

type markings)

- with high processing power

* high cost (fully unusable for disposable, consumer-

type markings)

∆ robust (secure) anti-counterfeit system may be defined as

a marking, control and verification system meeting the following

four requirements:

Veriflability : it implies being able to recognise/verify

that an item has originated from one's production chain:

Non-generability : it implies that an ill-meaning person



cannot easily generate a mark which passes the authenticity

test;

Non-replicability : it implies that, given a mark, it is not

possible to create a series of useful copies undistinguishable

from the original;

Verif lability of tampering : it means that it must be

possible to identify if a mark has been tampered with or if the

protection system is altered in some way.-

Background

The anti-counterfeit systems currently on the market can be

divided into two subgroups :

"low relative cost", that is, those systems the industrial

cost of which has a low incidence on the product cost, for

example in relation with the cost and/or with the operating

margin of the product;

"high relative cost", that is, all the other systems.

Among the main low-cost systems used so far for example

barcodes, QR codes, laser codes, holographic labels, philigrane,

special inks, etc. can be listed; all these known systems

guarantee manufacturing inexpensiveness , however, to the

detriment of system robustness/security. In particular each of

the known methods does not guarantee the requirement of the "non

replicability" of the marker.

Among low-cost systems, up until today also simple passive

type NFC TAGs are found on the market, which TAGs exploit a

unique identification code registered within them by

manufacturers through suitable security procedures (not fully

invulnerable) .

Among high-cost systems instead markers using RFID

technology with processing power can be found.

Problems of the Prior Art

At the state of the art of the current solutions present on

the market, no low-cost solution capable of guaranteeing system

robustness is detected.

In particular any method economically advantageous for the

manufacturer, which adopts product markers, does not guarantee



marker non-reproducibility .

The main processes/arrangements currently present on the

market, capable of actually guaranteeing the security of the

anti-counterfeit system are based on microcontroller technology

or RFID technology with high-processing-power TAGs, that is,

systems capable of processing the possibly received message

supplying a reply resulting from message processing. Many of

these use "pre" and "post" processing even on remote systems,

but the main problem unsolved until now is the need to have a

complex and costly marker together with the product and a device

capable of actively processing the data. The systems known up

until today make the marking and control process industrially

burdensome and impracticable for all consumer products.

Solutions using low-cost and medium or low-processing-power

NFC TAGs are also being proposed on the market, which are

economically more advantageous; in these cases solutions with

data cryptography or the use of a special unique identification

code (UID) are proposed, the code beingentered in the TAGs by

TAG manufacturers.

However, cryptography is not fully devoid of possible

attacks, which makes it necessary to implement continuous

updates of the systems and relative management of the

"releases"; moreover, the Wi-Fi communications have the

peculiarity of being vulnerable to attacks called "man in the

middle", which simplify the illicit intercepting, activity to

be able to decrypt the communications and the codes to create

copies; on the other hand, the use of the UID does not offer a

certainty on the "non replicability" requirement, since it can

be reproduced by a different manufacturer (by the way, using

mirroring techniques of the NFC microchip codes which have

become market standard) .

RFID TAGs have also already been proposed on the market

containing a double code, at least one of the two rewritable.

Examples of markers with two codes, one of which variable, are

disclosed in JP2007/328567 , US 2002/125997, JP2001/005931 .

An application which has been proposed for these markers in



combination with a remote management and control system is that

of identifying the TAG (through a first static code) and to

authorise or inhibit the reading thereof, through the second

variable code which stores a kind of univocal "historical

signature" of that TAG of which it is kept track in the remote

control system. An example of this application is disclosed in

"Dirk Henrici and Paul Mueller, Hash-based Enhancement of

Location Privacy for Radio-Frequency Identification Devices

Using Varying Identifiers", in the Proceedings of the Second

IEEE Annual Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications

Workshops (PERCOMW'04) , PISCATANAY, NJ, USA, IEEE", in which a

system is introduced meant to prevent the product marker from

being read by unauthorised third parties, which would represent

privacy issues.

Summary of the Invention

Object of the Invention

The object of the present invention is to provide an anti-

counterfeit system and method for consumer goods which is

inexpensive, both in the construction and in the management

thereof, and which allows to dramatically reduce other costs

connected to the verification of parallel productions.

As a matter of fact, a problem existing in product

distribution chains is that of parallel productions. On the

market, some wholesalers or retailers can purchase, in addition

to a certain number of genuine products, also some fake

products, to be offered to the end purchaser illegally but with

higher profit margins. In order to avoid these counterfeit

phenomena, which cause important economic damages to

manufacturers, said manufacturers are forced to define an

investigation service, sending trained operators to their own

wholesalers/retailers and carry out burdensome investigations on

stocked products to verify any stock of fakes of parallel

productions .

Up until today there is no methodology which enables

manufacturers to remotely monitor the presence of parallel fakes

in their own distribution chains.



The method and the system of the invention simultaneously

solve the security (robustness) and inexpensiveness demands of

the anti-counterfeit system, using the low-cost technologies

present on the market, and the surveillance requirements of the

remote distribution chain without having to resort to burdensome

and invasive investigation techniques.

Concept of the Invention

The system provides the use of:

1 . a marker manufactured according to the RFID (TAG)

technology, provided with at least one rewritable unique

identification code;

2 . a remote management and control system which deals with

input and output data verification and management, relative to

the marker;

3. an interface apparatus between the marker, the remote

management and control system and a user.

The system provides the use of a dyamic code, generated by

the remote management and control system and associated with the

single product through a respective RFID TAG, during the

manufacturing step, or possibly distribution or possibly sales

process, or possibly in a phase in which one still has control

thereof. Such dynamic code is in parallel registered within the

remote management and control system and there continuously

updated based on the historical events which occur on the single

product; in other words, code dynamicity is determined by the

product life: the code is changed in connection with controls or

updates carried out on the product - that is, on the marker of

the RFID TAG thereof - and such change remains registered within

the remote management and control system, hence providing at any

time a unique identification code for the product and different

each time. Thereby the marked product will be identified by a

different code at each verification and there does not exist

only one single code, clonable, by which one can manage to

reproduce in a fraudulent way the marker to apply it on a

parallel fake. Due to the action of the same users on the

product markers, on the terminal part of the distribution chain



- that is, at the sales point - the products remain associated

with unique markers of which it is possible to keep track: that

allows, conversely, to immediately identify a possible cloned

marker, so as to put it immediately outside the circuit of

genuine markers/products (giving suitable information thereof to

the user/purchaser) and to identify the retailer which has

stocked up on parallel products without having to carry out any

investigation activity on site. From an operating point of view,

the system can be implemented through a marker with a single

variable code, preferably consisting of a fixed part CF and of a

dynamic part CD, or with a pair of codes of which a fixed one CF

and a dynamically variable one CD.

Advantageously, the CF allows to detect the case in which a

CD is replaced with an existing CD attributed to another

product, and in case of tampering it allows through various

policies to restore the correct CD code. In such case the system

hence provides the use of a pair of codes associated with the

product: a fixed code and a dynamic code. Considering that at a

certain time, to a valid CF code one and only one CD code

corresponds, it is possible to detect and correct any tampering.

The fact of using the pair CF+CD does not necessarily imply that

the CF code must be used to perform each test.

The CF codes can be represented in various ways, provided

they cannot be altered by the user. As an example: a barcode, a

QR Code, a read-only NFC TAG, the UID code of a TAG, etc.

Furthermore, both codes are associated with the product

during the manufacturing process or in a phase in which full

control thereon is still had, and they are in parallel

registered within a database. While the first fixed code CF does

not undergo changes in the product lifetime, the second dynamic

code CD is changed in connection with controls or updates

carried out on the product, that is, on the product marker. Such

change remains registered within the remote database providing

hence at any time a unique identification code for the product

similarly to the preceding method.

Moreover, operating in the way described, the marked



product is identified by a different code at each verification

instance; thereby there does not exist a reproducible univocal

code by which one can create a clone of the verified product.

Even though a copy of the assembly of the two codes CF+CD was

5 made, at a certain time of the lifetime of the marker associated

with the product, this would cease being recognised as valid

upon the subsequent verification instance on the marker

associated with the original product which, in virtue of such

verification, would be immediately changed and tracked in the

10 database of the management system. The generation of the new CD

depending on a remote system which generates and associates the

new code with that product at each verification request only

when it is completed successfully, it is not possible to change

in parallel any copies created with the closed code. Thereby,

15 each possible cloned marker copy would be made immediately

recognisable as non-genuine copy.

Should the marker instead be verified with the cloned CD

associated with a fake, the dynamic code CD on the genuine

marker would automatically cease being recognised as valid: the

!O situation would thus arise in which, due to a falsified sample

/marker which is recognised as genuine, it will be obtained that

the genuine product/marker is recognised as fake: this situation

makes cloning economically not convenient, because in the

distribution chain only one product considered genuine can

!5 circulate, while any other product (whether cloned or genuine at

the beginning) , is excluded from the circuit of genuine

products: the method thus prevents the actual opportunity of

serial generation of copies. It is positively impossible to

create more than one copy of the single piece of the product-

!0 original-marker assembly and the manufacture of a single copy is

not an advantageous process.

It is thereby proved that the method according to the

invention provides the best solution reachable through markers

exogenous to the object.

5 Brief Description of the Drawings

Further features and advantages of the system and method



according to the invention will in any case be more evident from

the following detailed description of preferred embodiments of

the same, given as an example and illustrated in the attached

drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a schematic view which represents the

interactions in a system according to a first embodiment of the

invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic view which represents the

interactions in a system according to a second embodiment of the

invention; and

Fig. 3 is a schematic view which represents the

interactions in a system according to a third embodiment of the

invention .

Description of Preferred Embodiments

Purely as a non-exhaustive example, here in the following a

possible implementation of the system and method of the

invention will be given.

As represented in fig. 1 , the system is based on marker 1 ,

to be applied to a product, an IT infrastructure 2 , which acts

as remote management and control system, and of a personal IT

device 3 capable of communicating with the marker in

reading/writing mode and with the IT infrastructure for data

exchange .

In particular, marker 1 is in the shape of an RFID TAG,

precisely a TAG with NFC technology which requires a greater

proximity between reading/writing device and TAG. Marker 1 must

preferably be applied onto the product of interest in a way

which makes evident any tampering or removal (tamper evident) ,

so as to make substantially univocal the association between

marker 1 and the relative product to be protected from

counterfeiting. IT infrastructure 2 , as represented in fig. 1 ,

essentially consists of a server communicating with a remotely

accessible network, for example the Internet network, on which a

proprietary database resides, the management of which is

entrusted to a certifying body, typically (but not necessarily)

a third party with respect to consumer good manufacturers, to



the subjects involved in the distribution chain and to the

purchasers. Personal IT device 3 has a unit communicating with

IT infrastructure 2 and a reading/writing unit of marker 1 ; it

typically consists of a smartphone or tablet or other IT support

provided with said communication and reading/writing units and

of an operating system on which software applications can be

installed.

On personal IT device 3 an application APP is installed

which is capable of exchanging data with IT infrastructure 2 and

of reading/writing data from and to said NFC TAG 1 through said

reading/writing unit.

On NFC TAG 1 there is registered, in ways known per se in

the RFID sector, at least one variable code, possibly with a

fixed part CF and a dynamically variable part CD, or a first

fixed code CF and a second dynamically variable code CD.

The system can also be accomplished using a code consisting

of a fixed part CF, which corresponds to the same code

associated with the type of product and to the manufacturer, and

of a dynamically variable part CD which is a simple random code

generated by the remote system (with the constraint of never

being able to assign a code already previously assigned) . The

two marker codes can both be stored in the same TAG or they can

be of an heterogeneous nature: for example, fixed code CF can be

a barcode applied to the product label or a code registered in

the memory of a READ-ONLY TAG, while variable code CD is

registered within a rewritable TAG in a certain step of the

manufacturing (or distribution or sales) process.

The data relating to the product (for example product name,

owner, CF, CD,...) are registered within the database implemented

in the server of IT infrastructure 2 , suitably protected from

access and wherein the correlation between variable code CD and

the other data of the specific product is maintained, or between

fixed code CF and the data, or between fixed code CF and

variable code CD, or all the correlations indicated.

Since dynamically variable code CD is changed at each

verification instance of the assembly of the two codes CD+CF



concluded with a positive outcome, in parallel the database data

are changed accordingly. Preferably in the database it is not

simply preformed a change of the single record relating to that

product into the new variable code CD, but the entire sequence

of variable codes CD used with that corresponding fixed code CF

and the further additional marker data is stored in a respective

number of records, the time sequence of the various records

allows to keep track of the marker lifetime and of the product

associated therewith, so as to be able to detect also - in case

cloning attempts were detected, upon an unsuccessful

verification of a variable code CD - the distribution chain and

the retailer involved in the circulation of the counterfeited

product .

The genuine verification instance is performed, for

example, using a smartphone in which an application software APP

is installed which interacts with the fixed and variable codes

contained in the RFID TAG 1 and it communicates with the

database of IT infrastructure 2 through secure data transmission

protocols .

According to a first embodiment of the invention (fig. 1),

the application software on device 3 provides to perform a data

exchange procedure which provides storage of the new

identification code upon the positive outcome of the

verification instance. That is, the application initially

provides (i) to query the marker (with techniques known per se)

to (ii) obtain the identification code ID present on the marker

(the single code stored in the RFID TAG, or the two codes stored

in the RFID TAG, or the heterogeneous codes partly in the TAG

and partly visible externally in form of QR Code or barcode, for

example) and (iii) it communicates said code to the database of

certifying infrastructure 2 , checking the validity thereof. If

the check on the database gives a positive outcome, that is, the

current composition of the identification code matches to what

is stored in the database, the IT infrastructure 2 provides to

generate a new identification code ID1 - or better, the

dynamically variable part thereof CD1 - which is also



associated in the database with the data of the respective

product and transmits it (iv) to the application of device 3 so

that (v) it is retransmitted to the marker and stored there as a

substitute to the previous one. If the procedure ends regularly,

with the storage of the new identification code IDl in the RFID

TAG 1 , a positive outcome acknowledgement ACK is determined (vi)

- for example through a number of sequential marker readings,

until it is detected that old code CD has been actually replaced

with the new one CDl - which closes the data exchange procedure.

According to an alternative embodiment (fig. 2), t e data

exchange procedure provides a storage of the new identification

code as preliminary operation. That is, the application on

device 3 initially provides (i) to request to IT infrastructure

2 to generate and associate a new identification code IDl - or

better, the dynamically variable part thereof CDl - to that

product and then (ii) to send it to device 3 which then proceeds

(iii) to transmit it to the marker to store it, as a substitute

to the previous identification code ID which (iv) is transmitted

back to device 3 . After the confirmation that the storage of new

code IDl has been completed successfully, the application of

device 3 provides (v) to communicate the identification code ID,

which was found resident on marker 1 , to the database of

certifying infrastructure 2 to check the validity thereof. If

the check on the database returns a positive outcome, that is,

the current composition of the identification code matches to

what has been stored in the database, infrastructure 2 completes

the association of the new code IDl with the product and returns

(vi) to device 3 a successful completion acknowledgement which

closes the data exchange procedure.

This second embodiment has the advantage of limiting the

time window which remains open for data exchange with the RFID

TAG, since the reading and the storage of the new data occur in

rapid sequence: that is advantageous to avoid irregular

information exchanges in the fractions of second in which the

user approaches his/her mobile device to the product marker.

Vice versa, the first embodiment has a longer time window -



because between the reading and the storage/writing of the TAG

the querying of IT system 2 occurs as well as the generation of

the new code - but it has the advantage of generating a new code

(with what it implies in terms of resources employed) only in

the cases in which the validity check has had a positive

outcome.

According to a third alternative embodiment represented in

fig. 3 , the process occurs in a fully similar way to the first

embodiment described, up to the point (vi) in which an positive

outcome acknowledgement (ACK) is determined from the marker 1 .

At this point, however, unlike the first embodiment, portable IT

device 3 in turn sends (vii) an acknowledgement message (of

positive or negative outcome of the writing operation in the

marker 1 ) to infrastructure 2 , which replies (viii) with the

conclusive outcome of the operation with a positive or negative

outcome acknowledgement which closes the data exchange.

This third method allows to eliminate a vulnerability

present in the case in which the procedure should be

accidentally interrupted (for example due to a fault of the

writing unit or of the marker) between the steps (iv) and (v) of

the first embodiment, in which case an inconsistent situation

would be obtained between the information maintained within

marker 1 and the information contained within infrastructure 2 .

In any case, the outcome of the verification instance is

shown to the user on portable IT device 3 , together with other

information on the product (for example type, quality, way of

use, suggested price and other) which are sufficiently

interesting for the user, so much so as to induce him/her to

approach their device to the marker and to carry out the

verification process, regardless of the conclusion of a purchase

action. As a matter of fact, it is advantageous for system

robustness that one of more verificaton operations on the

product marker are carried out, so that the univocal

identification code be changed and tracked on the database of IT

infrastructure 2 and marker cloning opportunities are

substantially eliminated.



Operatively, the anti-counterfeit method according to the

invention works as follows.

During manufacturing, the genuine products are associated,

in ways which make evident any tampering, with respective

markers provided with a univocal code ID of the type described

above. Simultaneously, in the database of IT infrastructure 2

the data of each genuine product (such as type, colour, size and

other) are stored in connection with the marker identification

code ID.

The users are provided with an application software APP, to

be installed in a personal IT device, which is capable of

reading/writing from and to the marker, as well as of

communicating remotely with the IT management and control

infrastructure 2 .

The marker identification code, or better, the dynamically

variable part thereof, is hence changed over time at each

verification operation, carried out along the chain of

distribution and/or by the final users/purchasers through the

application software APP, so as to make the code virtually

unreproducible . As a matter of fact, at each verification

operation, unique code ID is replaced by a new unique, code ID1

generated randomly or with other virtually unpredictable

criteria (for example connected to the credentials of the

personal IT device which connects to IT infrastructure 2 ) .

Changed unique code ID1 is stored in the database and is

considered the new genuine code.

At each verification operation, the unique code read in the

marker is compared against the latest one stored as genuine in

the database and, if the comparison provides a positive match, a

positive-outcome acknowledgement of the validity instance is

supplied to the user. In the same validity operation other

useful information on the product is also supplied to the user.

If the comparison provides a negative outcome, that is,

there is no match between the unique code just read from the

marker and the one stored as genuine in the database, the user

is supplied with a corresponding information and an alert signal



is generated in the IT management and control infrastructure 2 .

Following this event, it is possible to trace the retailer who

has the product considered fake, through information which the

user has deliberately chosen to supply through the application

software APP (for example relying on compensation approach) or

through tracing of the product codes carried out by the

manufacturer .

As can be understood from the description reported above,

with the system and method according to the invention the

objects set forth in the premises are perfectly achieved.

As a matter of fact, the anti-counterfeit method is

configurable at a very low cost, using rewritable RFID TAGs (but

without processing power) of a modest cost, a standard IT

infrastructure and a verification device already available to

users. Furthermore, exploiting the user verification operations,

the unique identification code of the markers is made virtually

unreproducible precisely in correspondence of the terminal part

of the distribution line, which makes it possible to detect the

retailers involved in the purchase of parallel products without

the need of unpleasant investigative operations.

With the system according to the invention the likelihood

of randomly detecting the correct code, for each time of the

product lifetime, is reduced to a value next to zero; as a

result the opportunity of generating a series of copies of the

variable code CD which are verifiable with a positive match is

impossible, each variable code CD remaining valid exclusively

until the subsequent verification instance carried out with

positive outcome and resulting hence impossible to clone the new

code on any copies created.

Furthermore, it is possible to correlate in a univocal

manner an object with the relative owner. When the ownership of

an object is univocally identified, it is also possible to

associate therewith personal information which may be useful to

other people or which may be used in the most disparate uses. It

is possible for example to add text to a verifications message

resulting from the control, for example: "if you find this



object, please call number xxx-xxxxx. Reward".

The concept of owner is functional: for example should a

person find the object, unless the marker is removed and hence

tampering the genuinity sign, he/she would own an original

object, but not of his/her property.

With markers a social use of the TAGs may also be

encouraged, which goes well beyond the simple genuinity

verification, but which may expose to potentially complex social

dynamics, both online and offline.

A possible application of the system is also that of

supplying an alternative to purchase proofs.

Moreover, it often happens that for some products, for

example foodstuff or drugs, the expiry date is recycled, for

example applying a label on top of the original one.

Advantageously, with the proposed system, if a company decides

that their own product has an expiry date, it is possible to

warn the purchaser - upon registration at the IT infrastructure

- when that specific product is due to expire.

Furthermore, with this system, being able to successfully

certify the actual ownership of an object attributing it to a

person or company, it is advantageously possible to provide a

warranty service for online purchases between private entities

or stores and private entities, certifying that such person or

company really owns the products it states it is selling, and

that such product is genuine and not counterfeited.

Advantageously, that may help to fight the phenomenon of scams

relating to the online sale of goods.

Finally, is should be noted that the system of the

invention invariably meets the robustness requirements:

1 . Verif lability : at any time, querying the database of the

remote management and control infrastructure 2 , using the pair

CF+CD it is possible to verify the entire production flow as

well as the distribution flow of the product;

2 . Non generability: the impossibility to generate a

correct code by an ill-meaning person is substantially linked to

the opportunity of assimilating the codification to a pseudo-



random generation and the management of the codes through remote

database. That is, it is not possible to generate a valid code

without entering the value thereof in the remote management and

control infrastructure 2 ; in parallel, randomly generating a

code which is recognisable as valid has a likelihood of success

next to zero (depending on code length) ;

3 . Non replicability: while fixed code CF defines

univocally the product, the variable code CD associated with

fixed code CF is - for the purposes of generation - a random

code: the opportunity of randomly detecting a similar code is so

low to be able to define the event as being virtually

impossible. Should an existing code be copied onto a different

marker, the validity of such code would cease at the subsequent

verification instance or status change of the product: the

produced copy would hence no longer be a valid and verifiable

copy of the code, making de facto the product-associated code

non reproducible.

4 . Verifiability of tampering: the assembly of fixed code

CF and variable code CD being a code similar to a random code,

any possible tampering of the variable code CD would generate a

code not present in the database of valid codes and the absence

thereof in the database hence makes evident the tampering of the

marker .

However, it is understood that the invention is not limited

to the special embodiments illustrated above, which represent

only non-limiting examples of the scope of the invention, but

that a number of variants are possible, all within the reach of

a person skilled in the field, without departing from the scope

of the same invention.



CLAIMS

1 . Anti-counterfeit system for consumer products comprising

at least a marker (1) to be associated, in a manner to make

tampering evident, with a relative product and provided with at

5 least one identification code (ID) ,

a remote IT management and control infrastructure (2)

provided with a database wherein said identification code (ID)

is stored in relation with identification data of said product,

and

10 at least an interface apparatus between said marker (1) and

said remote IT management and control infrastructure (2) ,

characterised in that

said marker (1) comprises at least a rewritable RFID/NFC

TAG,

15 said identification code (ID) comprises at least a

dynamically variable part (CD) which is changed upon a reading

access for verification purposes, and in that

said interface apparatus is a personal IT device (3)

provided with a reading/writing unit of RFID/NFC TAGs through

-0 wireless proximity interface and with a unit for communication

with a data transmission network to said remote IT

infrastructure (2) ,

on said personal IT device (3) an application software

(APP) being installed which provides to transfer data from and

5 to said marker (1) through said wireless proximity interface and

from and to said remote IT infrastructure (2) through said

communication unit, and it provides to supply first verification

information, upon a comparison between said identification codes

(ID) read from the marker (1) and from said database, and second

JO product information.

2 . Anti-counterfeit system as in 1 , characterised in that

said dynamically variable part (CD) of the identification code

(ID) is changed upon a reading access for verification purposes

only upon a positive outcome of said verification.

5 3 . Anti-counterfeit system as in 1 , characterised in that

said dynamically variable part (CD) of the identification code



(ID) is changed into a new identification code (IDl) upon a

reading access for verification purposes of said identification

code (ID) .

4 . Anti-counterfeit system as in 1 , 2 o 3 , wherein said

identification code consists of a fixed part (CF) and of a

dynamically variable part (CD) .

5 . Anti-counterfeit system as in 1 , 2 or, in anyone of the

preceding claims, characterised in that a part of the

dynamically variable code (CD) remains unchanged during product

lifetime.

6 . Anti-counterfeit system as in any one of the preceding

claims, wherein in said remote IT infrastructure (2) a track of

a univocal correlation of the data of a product with an owner' s

data is stored.

7 . Anti-counterfeit system as in any one of the preceding

claims, wherein in said remote IT infrastructure (2)

product information in relation to said identification code (ID)

are univocally stored.

8 . Anti-counterfeit method for consumer products comprising

at least a system as in any one of the preceding claims wherein

a marker (1) comprising at least a rewritable-type

RFID/NFC TAG is provided with at least one unique identification

code (ID) and is associated, in a manner to make tampering

evident, with a relative product,

in a remote IT management and control infrastructure (2)

provided with a database, said unique identification code (ID)

is stored in relation with identification data of said product,

characterised in that

at least a dynamically variable part (CD) of said unique

identification code (ID) is changed upon a reading access for

verification purposes to said marker (1) through a personal IT

device (3) provided with a reading/writing unit of RFID/NFC TAGs

through wireless proximity interface,

said personal IT device (3) exchanging first verification

information and second product information with said remote IT

infrastructure (2) through a unit communicating with a data



transmission network,

said personal IT device (3) furthermore receiving data

generated by said remote IT infrastructure (2) for said change

of said dynamically variable part (CD) , and wherein

said personal IT device (3) provides on a display said

first verification information and said second product

information, the verification information being tracked also in

said database of the remote IT infrastructure (2) .

9 . Method as in 8 , wherein said unique identification code

(ID) is first read from the marker (1) and communicated to said

remote IT infrastructure (2) for a validity check, through

comparison against data stored in said database, and

subsequently, upon a positive outcome of said validity check,

said dynamically variable part (CD) of said unique

identification code (ID) is changed through respective change

data generated by said remote IT infrastructure (2) and

transmitted to said personal IT device (3) .

10. Method as in 8 , wherein change data of said dynamically

variable part (CD) are preliminarily generated by said remote IT

infrastructure (2) and transmitted to said personal IT device

(3) , said dynamically variable part (CD) of said unique

identification code (ID) being changed upon reading the marker

(1) for verification purposes before the subsequent

communication of the unique identification code (ID) to said

remote IT infrastructure (2) for a validity check through

comparison against data stored in said database.

11. Method as in 9 or 10, once completed the change of said

dynamically variable part (CD) of said unique identification

code (ID) , a positive outcome signal (ACK) is generated which is

transmitted back from said personal IT device (3) to said remote

IT infrastructure (2) for a conclusion of the verification

instance .
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